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Strong Financial Performance And Plans For The Future
CEO REPORT

Despite ongoing challenges associated with the 
global pandemic, the Port of Nanaimo reported a 
successful year in 2021 which has continued into 
the new year with strong first quarter results this 
Spring.

Exports of lumber, logs and containers have re-
mained strong, as well as imports of Kaolin.  Due 
to the global pandemic, and unforeseen changes 
in the shipping routes, the imports of autos are 
forecasted to decline in 2022.

The new WCMRC building located on the Nanaimo 
Assembly Wharves is near completion, with full 
commissioning expected later in the year. We also 
participated in the unique delivery and assembly of a 
cantilever bridge destined for Kitimat LNG.
The successful salvage efforts related to the MV 
Zim Kingston on the berth at the Duke Point terminal 

demonstrated the strength of the Port’s partnership 
with Snuneymuxw, DP World and provided valuable 
insight into what the Port is capable of achieving in 
the future at this location.

The Port remains hopeful that the passenger ferry 
service will come to realization this year, offering an 
alternative route for foot passengers from Nanaimo 
to downtown Vancouver. All of the above diverse 
projects emphasizes Nanaimo as the Solutions Port.

The Port also joined the Board of Directors of the 
Nanaimo Prosperity Corporation, a collaborative 
community effort to:
• coordinate sector specific activities and develop 
initiatives to retain and expand business
• deliver the economic development strategy and
• develop and undertake initiatives to attract business 
  and employers to the community.

       Ian Marr
      President 
        & CEO
   

The Port of Nanaimo is having a strong start to the 
year despite the ongoing challenges associated with 
the global pandemic. The importance of maintaining 
our transportation corridors and critical gateway infra-
structure was a focus in 2021 that has continued into 
the first half of 2022. 

The Boards vision to be the Vancouver Island Port 
connecting the Island to the world via the Salish Sea 
remains the same with much work being done on 
the continued expansion of the Duke Point deep-sea 
shipping terminal.

The $105 million project is moving forward with funding se-
cured through a mix of public and private investment, includ-
ing a $46.2 million federal contribution through the National 
Trade Corridors Fund (NTCF) and a $15 million provincial 
contribution through B.C.’s Economic Recovery Plan. 

The expansion of our short sea shipping facility at Duke 
Point provides for more efficient movement and distribution 
of goods to and from Vancouver Island and direct access 
to North American and International markets as part of the 
Canadian supply chain logistics. I am excited that this project 

offers stimulus to our economy, brings jobs to our 
communities, supports Vancouver Island business-
es, and contributes to improved food security in the 
region.

Our natural deep water, geographical location and 
proximity to the Port of Vancouver make us ideally 
situated to achieve our long- term strategic objec-
tives. Collaborating with Snuneymuxw, the City and 
the RDN provide the Port with a unique opportunity 
to participate in the assessment of the needs of our 
communities and a vision for the future.

The plans to commence a foot passenger ferry service 
from downtown Vancouver to Nanaimo and the associated 
transportation links that will be required for the service to be 
a success continue to progress, and the Port Board and staff 
are hopeful that the service will start in 2022. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank our tenants, 
partners, port users, businesses and the community at large. 
We thank you for persevering during these challenging times. 
Your efforts to persevere during these challenging times are 
very much appreciated.

Strategic Partnerships And Collaboration
CHAIR REPORT

Donna 
Hais
Board Chair
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Port of Nanaimo
Statement of Financial Position
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Port of Nanaimo
Five Year Cargo Statistic Summary

A full set of audited year end financial statements are available on the Port’s website at: www.npa.ca

A Look Back
WCMRC Moves In
Western Canada Marine Response 
Corporation’s new building at the 
Port of Nanaimo is designed to be the 
flagship of what will be a network of 
locations throughout Vancouver Island.

“It’s the flagship for all our operations 
on the Island,” says Michael Lowry, 
Senior Manager, Communications for 
WCMRC. “It’s perfectly situated, great 
access for us, and we’re in there now. 
It’s the only one of our buildings that 
we’ve designed from scratch, as the 
other buildings are pre-fab buildings.”

Knappett Industries Ltd. built the 
BJK Architecture Inc. designed-
building, which includes 1,280 sq.m. of 
office and 900 sq.m. of warehouse.

Zim Kingston Salvage Successful At Port
Safety, security and sustainability were 
the pillars upon which the Port of Nanai-
mo undertook the successful salvage 
operation of the Zim Kingston cargo 
ship.

The Zim Kingston which made head-
lines late last year when some of the 
containers it was carrying from Asia 
fell into Juan de Fuca Strait following a 
fire. The vessel was moved to the Port 
of Nanaimo to offload the remaining 
containers.

“We lived up to our reputation of a port 
that connects the Island to the world via 
the Salish Sea, providing the safe and 
sustainable movement of goods,” states 
Captain Satinder Singh, MMM, MM, 

Vice President, Marine Operations and 
Harbour Master, for the Port of Nanai-
mo.

Capt. Singh represented the Port in 
the initial unified command discussions 
pertaining to documentation on safety, 
security, and environmental protection.

“The ship was held to a very high level 
of scrutiny and safety protocols, which 
included regulatory requirements,” 
Capt. Singh states. “Once NPA was 
satisfied with the protocols that would 
be in place, the vessel was permitted 
to conduct salvage operations at DP 
World Duke Point Terminal.”  
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